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James. I then wrote to Ray Skinner about James Whitlock and family in Kirk
Hammerton Yorkshire. He must have thought me a lunatic for even suggesting
that my EssexlSurrey Whit locks could have come from this family. He
assured me that in fact this James was slo James Whitlock of Pitton~ Wilts~
& Margaret~ dlo Francis Whitlock. As you can imagine~ I nearly fell off my
chair with surprise! Here was a link between the James with the right
birth year and the one with children bearing the right names. Ray"s info
about James came from a microfilm copy of the bapt register of Kirk
Hammerton at the SOG which contained a birth/baptism entry for James' son
Isaac plus other children.
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Sarah, W1+e 0+ James Whltlock, was burled on Aprll 16, tr9u'and there were
no other Whitlock entries between this burial and 1834. Not conclusive

proof that this is my James but certainly encouraging. So here is a
summary of information obtained so far~

t. According to your files and the IGI~ the bapt closest to the
my James is thought to have been born is James 5/0 James & Mary
Jan 14, t749 at Pitton~ Wilts. However the chart (Whitlocks of
Wilts #2) you sent me has James 5/0 James & Mary married to Ann
10 children born 1778-1799. This James was buried Feb 27 1816.

appear to eliminate this James as being mine. COULD THIS CHART

date that

WHITLOCK bp
Pitton~
Morgan with
This would

BE WRONG???

I

2. A parent search of the IGI turned up the family of James & Sarah
~hitlock of Kirk Hammerton Yorkshire which included Sarah~ William~ Jane e
Isaac who had the same names as the children of my James and were born
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1783 s/o James Whitlock of Kirk Hammerton, Dog Feeder to Colonel Thornton~
by Sarah his wife (d/o Wm Spink, Farmer CJf Kirk Deighton). He was the 510
James Whitlock of Pitton, Wiltshire, Gamekeeper, by Margaret dlo Francis
~·\JhitlDcko"F Filton, L.,,~bCJur··er·a·fot"·E~s:.a.id."L<.jiJ~'·..I!!!! !;·.Jhy1,,\)2\'::; t.hi':;(Hini
pedigree entered in the PR?

Here is a connection between James of Kirk Hammerton and a James 5/0 James

Whitlock of Pitton, Wilts. Was this the same James 5/0 James bp 1749 at
Pitton? According to #2 Chart it wasn"t unless the James of the chart
wasn"t the s/o James. James 5/0 James Whitlock bp 1749 was 5/0 Mary~ nCJt
Margaret. Sometimes Mary & Margaret get mixed up or the info in the Kirk
Hammerton record CDuid be wrong. I can find no record of a marriage
between a James Whitlock and a Margaret Whitlock (or Mary for that matter)
nor the bp of Mgt dlo Francis Whitlock.



3. Ray Skinner had no further info on James Whitlock of Kirk Hammerton so I
checked the PR myself to see if James' wife Sarah died prior to 1791 (the
year my James m. his 2nd wife) or if there was any mention of the family
after 1791. I found the bapt of the children of James & Sarah but no extra
info was given in any of the entries. I found the burial of Sarah
Whitlock~ wife of James on April 16~ 1790 and no further entries after that
date for this family. It seems to have been a very small place and there
were no other Whitlocks living there. It seems likely that James would
need someone to look after his young family of 8 children aged 15 to 3. It
is possible that he moved to Weybridge Surrey to be near a relative or
perhaps he had to find a new job and that is where he ended up. How then
did he come to meet and marry Elz Lake just 15 months after the death of
his 1st wife?

4. My James Whitlock was a Grocer when he wrote his Will in 1818 but I have
no knowledge of his occupation at the time of his marriage to Elz Lake nor
where they lived after that marriage. He could have been a Dogfeeder in
Surrey or elsewhere. I assume it was he who was mentioned in the 1803 Will
as a tenant at Gt Coggeshall Essex so had moved there prior to that date
but can't account for the previous 12 years. He might have saved up enough
money or inherited money to enable him to set up his own grocery business.

SUMMARY
I've found a James bp 1749 in Pitton who may be the father of children born
in Kirk Hammerton with the right names and date of birth whose wife died
prior to 1791. So far so good! On the negative side my James was a
Grocer~ not a Dog Feeder. Lots of investigation needed to sort this out.

a) Could the Wiltshire #2 chart be incorrect in assuming that the James
Whitlock who m. Ann Morgan & had 10 children was the James bp 1749?
If the researcher was unaware that James slo James moved to K.
Hammerton then it is natural to assume that the James who m.
Ann Morgan was that James when in fact he was one of the other James'
born at Pitton or nearby. Do you have anything in your files which
confirm that this chart is correct? Note that the children of James
& Mary of Pitton included Sarah~ Fanny~ Isaac & Wm which are the same
names as 4 of the children born at K. Hammerton to James & Sarah.

b) Do you have anything in your files relating to Margaret dlo Francis
Whitlock? I need to find a Will or something that will connect my
James with James Whitlock Sr. of Pitton~ Francis Whitlock of Filton (is
this an error or is it the Filton in Glos.?) ~ or William Spink of Kirk
Deighton Yorkshire. A settlement certificate from Yorkshire to Surrey
would also be helpful. I note in your Will Index an entry in 1782 for
Francis Whitlock IW Wilt Farley X105 (R413). Don't know if this might
be the father of Mgt Whitlock. Main Line 110 has a Francis Whitlock
1691-1781 who m. Susanna Sayward in 1726 & had a son Francis in 1727.
Perhaps he also had a daughter Mgt.

c) If I could only find one of James' children on the 1851 Census I could
easily prove whether they were born in Yorkshire. My best bet is
probably Isaac was about 68 in 1851 so might still be alive. However if
he left the Camberwell area then my chances are slim.



This has got to be the most complicated family in all my research. If this
James proves to be mine it is no wonder that I haven't been able to track
him and his family down. However it will take a lot of investigation I
fear to prove the connection. I've gone through all myoid Whitlock
Newsletters and note that a lot of info on the Whitlocks of Wiltshire has
been collected by a number of researchers. There is no point in me
obtaining all this info until I have done some more preliminary
investigation. I note that Sue Clives is very actively researching in
Wiltshire. Should I perhaps contact her for advice? I note that Files on
Disk #5~ 6~ 19 (already have this), 45~ 63, 64~ 65~ & 82 relate to
Whitlocks of Wiltshire. Please send me these. In addition to this there
are a large number of Ref. & Misc. items but probably the most useful to me
at the moment would be the following:

Will AmbroseWhitlockofFarleyWilts
Will

Martha"ofPitton "
Will

Sabina"ofFarley "
Will

Francis"""REF R410/1
R411/2
R412/2
R413/1
R641/1 Land Tax Assessment~ Pitton & Farley
R788/14 Manorial Records Pitton 1753-71

1771
1769
1781
1780
1780

MISC X1056/3 BMD Farley Wilt. PR from Ivor Whitlock
X1261/1 Index Bank of England Will Extracts 1807-45
X1670/3 Pitton & Farley BTs~ Phillimores Wilt Marr, Wills etc.

It is difficult to tell just from the description as to whether some of
these records will be helpful to me or not so there may be others that I
should look at also but at least this is a start.

Thank you for suggesting that I write to Roy Skinner. I would never have
found the Wilt/Ykshire connection without his help. I am sure he thought I
was crazy to even suspect a connection between my Essex Whitlocks and those
in Yorkshire and I thought so too until I read the extract from Isaac's
bapt. It still seems like a wild goose chase but having traced this line
from Kent to London to Essex to Surrey it doesn't seem so fantastic that
they could have lived in Yorkshire and Wiltshire too. I like a challenge
but this is getting ridiculous! Any suggestions would be welcome. HELP! I I

By the way, our Family History Centre not only has the BMD indexes for
Ontario on microfilm but a growing collection of microfilms containing the
actual certificates. Photocopies of certificates can also be ordered from
Salt Lake once the certificate number has been obtained. The Centre has
never been so busy! Research in Ontario has become much easier now.
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